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ABSTRACT

Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) provides a means to create realistic, complex, virtual
environments by linking together simulations of various types at multiple locations, and stmcturing
the information exchange between the entities that comprise the simulation. The DIS methodology
has demonstrated significant potential for creating virtual worlds that can simulate highly
interactive activities. However, as the DIS architecture becomes more complex to support
demands for more realistic simulation environments, the data transfer and processing capabilities
of the supporting networks and participating simulations become limiting factors in constructing
seamless, virtual environments.
This document proposes a framework for a Dual Agent Architecture that enables large scale
exercises without creating excessive demands upon network or the participating entities. Three
key features combine to distinguish the proposed Dual Agent Architecture from other approaches.
First is the notion of a fidelity hierarchy and how it can be employed to structure traffic on a
network. Second is the use of multiple agent types to reduce the complexity of both the source and
receiver of PDU traffic. And finally, the use of efficient multicast protocols and routers to
minimize network traffic.
The Dual Agent Architecture provides for two agent classes, the local agent and the regional agent
The local agents function as gateways for simulators on the network, implementing the appropriate
multicast protocols and creating fidelity based pdu's on behalf of each client simulator. Regional
monitor the information exchange between entities located on the simulated exercise play field and
serve as information clearing houses to ensure that the information needs of their client entities are
met.
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GLOSSARY

Broadcast. The communications model where data packets are sent to all destinations
simultaneously. In its most elementmy form, a source sends a distinct data packet to each
destination. While this method is extremely wasteful of bandwidth, in practice it is the
simplest to implement.
Constructive Simulation. Digital models representing exercise participants, this includes
most traditional computer war gaming systems.
DIS. Distributed Interactive Simulation.
Fidelity Hierarchy. A structure that dynamically quantizes the interactions of a solU'ce with
a receiver, at any given time, into a number of levels; such as none, low, medium, and high.
Each level reflects the minimum time/space accuracy required by receiving entity, from a
specific source entity, to properly update it's own "view" of the interaction.
Live Simulation. Actual equipment, manned or unmanned, pmticipating in a simulation
exercise, including range instrumentation.
LAN. Local Area Network. A collection of communication link's, cables, routers, switching
equipment, and the transport stacks that bind them into a cohesive data network that covers a
relatively small geographic area. Mostly LANs are designed with symmetric topologies.
Multicast. A communications protocol that enables the sender to transmit a data package to
a group of hosts, rather than requiring separate data packets for each recipient. A single data
packet travels though the network until the routing bifurcates and the packet must be
duplicated.
PDU. Protocol Data Unit. Formatted data packet used to send information between
simulations pmticipating in a DIS exercise.
Unicast. A communications protocol that enables a sender to transmits a separate data
packet for each receiver. The destination address specifies a single host rather than a group
of hosts.

v

Virtual Simulation.
Manned simulators representing exercise pruticipants. These
simulators can be either fully digital representations or hru·dware and software systems that
provide an appropriate "view" of reality from the perspective of the human pruticipant.

WAN. Wide Area Network. A collection of communication link's, cables, routers,
switching equipment, and the transp01t stacks that bind them into a cohesive data network
that covers a large geographic area. Typically, wide area networks have irregular topologies,
and are concerned with the data communications aspects of the network.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) is a concept initiated in the late '80s by the Depatiment of
Defense with a primary goal of creating "an infrastructure for linking simulations of various types
at multiple locations to create realistic, complex virtual worlds for the simulation of highly
interactive activities."[1] This initial attempt to create a Viliual Reality (VR) spawned an intense
effoti to create realistic environments to conduct training, mission planning, mission rehearsal,
research, systems development, and testing.

Trying to combine live, constrnctive, and virtual

simulations together to create a time and space coherent synthetic representation of realistic
environments presents a tremendous challenge. That challenge can only be realized through the
real-time exchange of data between distributed, computationally autonomous simulation
applications interconnected through standard communication services.

DIS standai·ds require that the latency for data packets between simulation entities that are closely
coupled be less than 100 milliseconds. This constraint ensures, at least too human paiiicipants, that
the simulation is perceived to be conducted in real-time.

If the latency exceeds this 100

millisecond limit then both the human perception and event syncln·onization can diverge from
reality.

Early DIS exercises exploited an information exchange that was defined by protocol data units
(PDUs) and utilized a communications network that employed broadcast protocols.

That

implementation required every entity to receive information about every other entity. Although
this architecture was relatively simple to implement, it imposed serious limitations on the size and
complexity of DIS exercises that could be supported on a given network.

These limitations

stemmed from the inefficient use of available network bandwidth and the excessive computational
load placed on each simulation to determine which PDUs were of interest.

To meet the growing demands for increasingly complex and more realistic simulation
environments, the number of entities participating in exercises is increasing, as is the overall level
of detail of each entity. As the amount of information required to represent all the interactions in a
large scale exercise increases, the limitations observed in broadcast networks must be addressed by
reducing total DIS network traffic requirements and limiting the processing load of each entity to
determine relevant PDUs. Existing network protocols have not been able to deal effectively with
the complexities of large-scale exercises, particularly with respect to excessive bandwidth
demands. While various methods have been developed to address each problem independently,
merely reducing the bandwidth constraints of a DIS exercise will not ensure the processing load of
pmticipating entities will be reduced, nor will merely reducing the processing load guarantee
sufficient bandwidth availability.

Both issues must be considered and a synergistic solution

defined ifthe vision of a large scale, seamless simulation environment is to be realized.

To understand network performance and the limitations that develop when the size and scope of an
exercise is increased, it is important to understand the behavior of the various architectural
constrncts that m·e used. By exploring how a network reacts to changes in the nwnber of entities or
other dynamic parameters during the course of an exercise, we can begin to perceive the nature of
the problem. To do this, we need to quantify the performance of each approach in terms of the
complexity order that describes the rate of growth of the total traffic on the network and the
computational complexity required to determine if incoming or outgoing traffic is relevant.
2

The underlying transport protocols used to exchange information across the network establish the
performance baseline for given network. Modern data communications networks have been built
upon unicast protocols. Unicast protocols provide for the exchange of data between a specific
source and a specific receiver. These protocols require a separate message be sent to each receiver,
even if the content and the originator of the message of are the same. This results in a tremendous
duplication of data on the network if a source desires to send traffic to multiple recipients.
Multicast protocols provide for the delivery of common data to multiple recipients with minimum
duplication of data across the network. Multicast protocols transmit a single, common data packet
to appropriate nodes in the network, where it is evaluated, process for delivery, and forwarded to
the next appropriate node in the network. Using this approach, traffic is only duplicated when the
path to individual recipients bifurcates or the message to is processed for delivery to multiple sites
on a specific LAN.

As we explore network performance, we will consider an arbitra1y DIS exercise; consisting of E
entities, conducted on a wide area network consisting ofN nodes. The E entities will be assumed
to be uniformly distributed on the exercise play field, as well as on the N nodes of the wide area
network. For now, we will assume that the amount of traffic generated by each entity to represent
its own behavior is approxinmtely the same for all exercise participants. Each node of the WAN
contains E/N entities that are participating in the exercise. The complexity order for the total
traffic on the network will represent the rate of growth of entity traffic on the WAN as the scope of
the exercise changes. The Somce LAN complexity is an indicator of the total work required by the
source and the associated LAN hardware to transmit information to other WAN sites.

The

Receiver complexity is a measure of the processing required to evaluate incoming PDUs to
determine if they are relevant to the receiving entity.

3

Once the performance of the network is understood, we will define and explore an underlying
hierarchical fidelity strncture of DIS exercise participants.

This strncture will be utilized to

develop a communications architecture that can dynamically configure data transmission across the
network to reduce bandwidth and processing complexity. The fidelity hierarchy will ensure that
entities only exchange information between them that is required to properly represent their
particular view of reality at a specific instance in time. Additionally, as circumstances change, the
information exchange between entities can be modified to maintain a local view of reality on a
global scale.

Using the information and concepts described above, we will begin to develop an architecture that
is capable of supporting data exchanges between entities in a large-scale DIS exercise. The key to
this architectme will be the use of agents to determine and manage information exchange
requirements and control the transmission of data on the network. Just as in real life, when things
get too complex, one solution is to utilize an agent to handle the details. Calvin and Van Hook
discussed some potential uses of agents dming Eleventh Workshop on Standards for the
Interoperability of Distributed Simulations.[2] In this case, we will use agents to help resolve the
complexity issues identified earlier. When looking at the areas that generate complexity within a
network, it is clear that both the physical topology of the network, and the layout of the virtual play
field, with the associated interactions of the paiticipating entities, both contribute to the difficulties
experienced. To deal with these areas, we need to define two classes of agents: local agents and
regional agents. Each of these agents ai·e responsible for controlling a specific aspect of the data
connnunications the between sources and receivers.

In general, local agents will control the

amount of information provided to the network by each source. The regional agents will deal with
the interactions between entities; and provide information to limit entity to entity data exchanges
based upon the entities' position within the virtual play field.

4

The resulting dual agent architecture provides a synergistic approach to reducing network traffic
and processing complexity. Incorporating modern multicast protocols and intelligent agents, this
approach provides a conceptually simple means to allow each simulation access to the information
that it needs to conectly represent other entities within its environment, and at the same time
providing its own information to only those entities that require it.

5

Chapter 2

NETWORKPROTOCOLSANDPERFORMANCE

We begin our analysis by examining the performance of two basic types of communication
protocols in use today, multi-unicast and multicast. By multi-unicast, we mean a system where the
source generates a separate packet for each receiver, and requires the wide area network to handle
each packet as a separate item. This mode represents the baseline for the initial DIS broadcast
format.

With multicast protocols, packets are only duplicated when the path to a receiver

bifurcates from other sho1test paths.

This is the current inlplementation of multicast over

MB ONE. [3] In both cases we will initially consider a broadcast mode, where each source is
required to provide information to all other entities in the network.

For a multi-unicast inlplementation, the total traffic on the wide area network can be expressed
using the product of the total number of entities, E, the number of entities that are at other nodes in
the network, E - E!N and the hop count length of the average sho1test path between entities in the
network, /. Evaluating that equation yields a complexity class for the total traffic equal to O(E2).
Since each source entity must duplicate the packet for (E-E/N) entities and each receiver must
evaluate traffic from (E-1) entities, the complexity order for both the source LANs and the
receivers is also O(E2).

Switching to a multicast protocol, we begin to see some savings since packets are not duplicated
for every receiver by the source. Looking at a single entity, it is clear that only one packet is
required to be sent over each edge of the spanning tree for that entity. Thus, the traffic contributed
6

to the WAN by a single entity equals the sum of the edge weights (assumed to all equal one) of that
entity's source based spanning tree. When all the traffic on the network is summed, the total traffic
can be expressed as E times the length of the average spanning tree, s. For a given network, the
relationship between the length of the average spanning tree and the length of the average shortest
path between entities can be expressed by s >I> s!N-1. From this, we can define a factor c, where
c equals l(N-1)/s and represents the reduction in traffic caused by the topology of the network.
Using this factor, the total traffic on a multicast network can be expressed as E{N-1)1/c. If the
number of entities is significantly larger than the number of nodes in the WAN, that is to say that
there are multiple entities at each node, the complexity order for the total traffic reduces to O(E)
for a given network. Since each source LAN must only duplicate packets for the number of nodes
that are directly connected to it, this level of effo1t can be represented by the expression En0 , where

n0 is the average out degree of the source node. The complexity order for this part of the multicast
process is dependent upon the value of n0 and the value of E. For a given network with many
common transmission paths, the complexity will be O(E). The complexity for receivers in this
implementation of multicast is still O(E) since the traffic to each entity is not reduced and each
one must evaluate every packet that it receives.

Table 1 shows a comparison between the results for the multi-unicast and multicast protocols in a
broadcast mode. For the multi-unicast protocols, it is easy to see that the total traffic on the
network, as well as the work required by the source LAN and the receivers, increases as the square
of the number of entities. The configuration of the wide area network does not have a significant
effect upon any of the measures of merit. When evaluating the performance of the multicast
network, the configuration of the network does play a role in determining the total traffic on the
network because of the specific values of sand n0 • The computational complexity of the receivers
on the network remains the same as the multi-unicast network however, since each entity must still
evaluate traffic from every other entity.
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Total
Traffic

Source
LAN

Receiver

Multi-unicast
Broadcast

O(E2)

O(E2)

O(E2)

Multicast
Broadcast

O(E)

O(E)

O(E)

Table 1

Protocol
Performance

This simple analysis of network protocols clearly shows the benefit of multicast protocols in
reducing network traffic. It also indicates that as long as there is a requirement for entities to
receive traffic from every other entity in the network, there is a potential bottleneck in the ability of
a receiver to process information packets in order to determine relevance in a timely manner.
Various filtering techniques have been proposed to address this limitation, including grid filtering
and relevance filtering. To fully understand the impact of network transmission protocols, we will
now focus on the performance of grid-based filtering and relevance filtering.

The basic notion of grid filtering and relevance filtering was presented in [4]. For this analysis, we
will use D to represent the average number of entities that are within a specified range of another
entity, where D is determined solely by the range of the grid filter employed. At this point it must
be noted that the selection of a specific range value can have a significant effect on the overall
performance of the exercise. If the range is too large, the filtering effects will be minimal. If the
range is too small, data provided to each entity may be insufficient to adequately represent an
entity's true behavior. While it is possible to define grid filtering schemes that utilize multiple
ranges for different entity types, for simplicity, we will consider utilizing a single grid for all
entities. To denote the "correct" level of interaction within an exercise, we will let K represents
the number of entities that an entity must interact with in order to properly simulate it tJue
behavior. We will also need to define SK and So as the average minimal spanning trees for Kand D
8

entities respectively. Since filtering can be done at either the source or the destination, we will
examine fom separate implementations of multicast filtering; somce grid filtering, receiver grid
filtering, source relevance filtering and receiver relevance filtering; using the same measures of
complexity that were used to compare multi-unicast and multicast.

Looking first at source grid filtering, it is obvious that the total traffic on the net can now be
expressed as Eso. The complexity of the total traffic will be reduced compared to the "standard"
multicast, based on the relationship of s and So. In the worst case, traffic will be on the order of
O(E). As the size of the grid decreases, the traffic on the network will decrease in proportion to

sds. With dynamic entities, each source must continually evaluate the range to every other entity
to determine which entities need to be included in s 0 ; the complexity order for the source LAN is
O(E2). Traffic at each receiver now consists of only the D entities that were within the grid filter
range. Because the traffic was reduced at the source, the complexity order for the receivers is of
the order O(ED).

Examining the operation of filtering traffic at the receiving site yields no reduction in complexity
order compared to the "standard" multicast broadcast protocols, since the same traffic is generated
and each receiver must still evaluate all the traffic. This is true for both grid filtering and relevance
filtering techniques.

The difference between the performance of somce grid filtering and somce relevance filtering lies
in the determination of the required spanning trees. For grid filtering, a range, or a series of ranges
can be used to determine the size of the spanning tree. The selection of a range will directly affect
which traffic is placed on the network without considering if that traffic is sufficient or excessive in
9

terms of the information needs of other entities. In relevance filtering, the source would determine
which traffic is relevant to other entities and place the "proper" amount of traffic on the network.
This scheme results in complexity orders of O(EsK), O(E2), and O(EK) for the total traffic, the
source LAN, and the receivers respectively.

Table 2 shows that performing grid or relevance filtering at the source has the potential to reduce
total network traffic and reduce the computational load for the receiver, but this method merely
shifts the computational burden to the source. This begs the question: how does the source
determine range or relevance for all other entities if it is only receiving traffic from D or K entities?
Filtering at the receiver reduces the burden on the source, but does not demonstrate any real
savings over standard multicast. From this analysis, it is obvious that simply applying transmission
protocols and filtering techniques to define reduced multicast spanning trees is insufficient to solve
the scaling problems of large scale exercises since the overall complexity of each technique
remains 0(£2) and practically speaking must revert to a broadcast mode to implement the filtering
process.

Receiver

Total
Traffic

Source

O(&v)

O(E2)

O(ED)

O(E)

O(E)

O(E')

Source Relevance
Filtering

O(Es,1

O(E2)

O(EK)

Receiver Relevance
Filtering

O(E)

O(E)

O(E')

Table2
Multicast Perfonnancc

Source Grid
Filtering
Receiver
Filtering

Grid

LAN
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Chapter 3

THE FIDELITY HIERARCHY

A hierarchical structure is one composed of interrelated systems, where each of these systems is
composed of smaller related subsystems. When examining hierarchical structures, interactions
among the subsystems can be distinguished from interactions within the subsystems.

These

interactions are typically of different orders of magnitude. It is this characteristic of hierarchical
systems that presents a unique opportunity to reduce the bandwidth required by a DIS exercise. If
a suitable hierarchical structure can be defined and overlaid on a DIS exercise; then only the
information required to support the various hierarchical interactions would need to be placed on the
network. Restricting the information placed on the network in this manner results in reduced
bandwidth. The key question is: What is a suitable hierarchical structure for a DIS exercise?

There are many ways to decompose a given DIS exercise into hierarchical structures.

For

example, grouping the participants by entity type, function, or affiliation will each create a unique
organization of exercise entities. These structures however, are relatively static and do not fully
capture the range of interactions present in an exercise. There are other grouping methods that
create dynamic hierarchies capable of representing all interactions in an exercise.
geographic location.

One is

Grid filtering seeks to exploit this hierarchy to reduce network traffic.

Another more general approach that results in a dynamic hierarchy is base on the fidelity of the
information required by an entity to interact with other participants. It is this fidelity hierarchy that
we wish to exploit in the proposed synergistic architecture.

11

So what is a fidelity hierarchy and how can it reduce bandwidth? At any given instant in an
exercise, each entity has a specific demand for information.

The type and quality of the

information that a platform requires is dependent upon its location and proximity to other entities,
the sensors and systems in use, its mission, its current operational status, and other criteria that are
platform specific. These factors equate to a given level of accuracy or fidelity that an entity must
receive from other exercise participants in order to properly represent and interact with them in the
DIS environment. Thus, the notion of fidelity is one that dynamically quantizes the interactions of
a source with a receiver, at any time, into a number oflevels; such as none, low, medium, and high.
Each level reflects the minimum time/space accuracy required by receiving entity, from a specific
source entity, to properly update it's own "view" of the interaction, taking into account the factors
previously mentioned.

By grouping entities based on the fidelity required by the receiving

platform, a dynamic, fidelity hierarchy emerges. Assuming that the various levels of fidelity can

be translated into corresponding reductions of information transmitted over the network, the
overall effect is reduced bandwidth.

To illustrate the fidelity hierarchy structure, consider a scenario that involves fighter aircraft, ASW
aircraft, submarines, tanks, and infuntry forces. When this exercise is viewed from the perspective
of a single fighter aircraft receiving full information from the other pmticipants, a flat structure,
similar to Figure 1, emerges.

This organization remains relatively constant through out the

exercise and results in a "constant" demand for bandwidth, regardless of the operating mode of the
fighter aircraft. Now, consider the same exercise viewed from the perspective of the fidelity of the
data required by the fighter when it is in a search mode. In this case, no information is required
from entities that are out of it's sensor range, low fidelity information for ground targets that are
within visual range, and only medium information for entities that m·e displayed by the search
sensors of the aircraft.

In this operating mode/scenario, the aircraft does not require any full

fidelity information from other entities. This analysis reveals a definite hierarchical structure as
shown in Figure 2. When the fighter engages another aircraft, the fidelity requirements change to
12

reflect the new operating mode of the aircraft. High fidelity information will now be required from
the engaged aircraft to facilitate targeting.
depicted in Figure 3.

This results in a new fidelity hierarchy, which is

Similar hierarchies can be defined for each entity, representing the

information requirements for a specific time and operating mode. These dynamic fidelity structures
represent a decreased bandwidth demand from the flat structure shown in Figure 1.

Current Entity Fidelity Structure

High Fidelity Information

I

•

I
·Rii· (,;;

Figure 1
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Figure 3
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These state of a specific entity at a specific time equates to a given level of accuracy or fidelity that
an entity must receive from other exercise participants in order to properly represent and interact
with them in the DIS environment. As stated earlier, each level reflects the minimum time/space
accuracy required by receiving entity, from a specific source entity, to properly update it's own
"view" of the interaction, taking into account the factors previously mentioned. A major advantage
to defming a fidelity hierarchy in this manner is that each entity can identify its own information
needs based on its own state.

This paper does not address the means by which a receiving entity can determine its specific
fidelity requirements during different modes of operation.

Simulations typically assume ce1tain

input requirements for specific accuracies of their outputs. That information, coupled with current
Al techniques, such as neural networks, fuzzy cognitive maps, or expert systems, could be used to
dynamically determine an entity's fidelity requirements.

The fidelity of information provided by a source entity can be represented by either the frequency
that information is provided to the network or by the quality of the information. For the latter
method to be effective in reducing bandwidth in a fidelity hierarchy scheme, new PDUs, whose
size reflects the respective fidelity level, would need to be defined. Defining a specific number
"quality level" PDUs for the current and proposed PDUs would significantly increase the number
of PDU types that must be identified and processed by DIS simulators. This "explosion" of PDUs
is neither desirable nor practical from either the senders' or the receivers' perspective. This
"quality level" scheme would also require modifications to new and existing DIS simulators to be
"aware" and process the new PDUs. This fact alone is enough to suggest that such a "quality level"
fidelity hierarchy is not a viable option. Therefore, if a fidelity hierarchy is to be successful in
reducing bandwidth, a suitable transmission frequency plan and the appropriate protocols to
implement it must be identified.

15

F01tunately, a means exists within the current Entity State PDU (ESPDU) to generate a suitable
transmission frequency plan to represent a fidelity hierarchy and reduced bandwidth. The Dead
Reckoning (DR) algorithm allows an entity to transmit a predictive model of its behavior to other
patticipating entities whenever it transmits an ESPDU. Receiving entities utilize the predictive
model to represent the sending entities behavior until the next ESPDU his transmitted.

The

sending entity continually compares its actual state with a state predicted by the DR algorithm, and
only transmits a new ESPDU when the difference between the predicted state in the current state
exceeds a specified threshold. A graphic representation of the DR algorithm is provided in Figure
4.

DR Algorithm

•

Vehicle A
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Vehicle B
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exceeded,
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update
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rrsg,
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posrrion of
B, Starts
new DR

Figure 4
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By setting the tolerance associated with its DR algorithm, a source can control the frequency of its
ESPDU updates. Increasing the tolerance reduces the fidelity of the receiver's representation
compared with the sender's actual state and reduces the PDU traffic required between entities.
Decreasing the tolerance increases the frequency that the sender must update his ESPDU and
results in a higher fidelity portrayal of the sender's state. This effect can be seen by examining
Figure 5.

Fidelity PDU's and DR Algorithms
High fidelity pdu generation

14 pdu transmissions

Lower fidelity pdu generation

6 pdu transmissions

Figure 5

In the high fidelity pdu generation section of Figure 5, the true path of the entity is represented by
the curved, continuous, dark blue line. The small red dots represent ESPDU transmissions by the
entity.

The thin red arrows represent the DR algorithm that was transmitted along with the

17

ESPDU.

The square boxes indicate the "size" of the DR threshold associated with the DR

algorithm and are show on the DR line at the point where the difference between the entities tiue
state and the DR position exceeds the threshold. These positions are indicated by small blue
circles.

The path that a receiving entity would "see" can be constructed by travelling from an

ESPDU transmission along the DR path until the threshold is exceeded and then "repositioning" to
the corresponding location of the next ESPDU update. Depending upon the size of the threshold
and the resolution of the simulator displaying the entity, some smoothing algorithms may be
required to enhance the display and reduce a "stepped" behavior when the ESPDU updates. Given
a relatively small threshold, the state of the entity can be represented by 14 PDU transmission in a
"high" fidelity mode.

The lower fidelity PDU generation section of Figure 5, a second set of DR algorithms with larger
tolerances is overlaid on the entity's track. The new DR algorithms are represented by the larger
magenta arrows and the increased thresholds are shown as larger boxes. The orange dots represent
the location on the new DR when the threshold was exceeded. With the larger threshold, a lower
fidelity representation of the path can be transmitted using only 6 PDUs.

Now, consider that the entity generating the PDUs is an aircraft that is I 00 miles away from your
position and the only contact that you have with it is via radar. If the resolution of the radar cannot
display the position updates associated with the "high" fidelity PDUs, is it worth the bandwidth
and processing capability to send them to you? If the "lower" fidelity PDUs enable your display
system to present a "realistic" track from your perspective, why burden the network and your
system with superfluous ESPDU updates? Conversely, if you are engaged with the other aircraft,
and it is within visual range, you would want to ensure that you had the most current information
available so that your system could portray the highest fidelity view of the target. In this case, the
extra bandwidth and processing requirement are easily justified.
18

It should be clear at this point that the notion of a fidelity hierarchy offers some significant

opp01tunities to reduce the bandwidth and processing complexity associated with DIS exercises. If
we look at the fidelity hierarchy as defining the relevance of a particular entity, we can view the
notion of fidelity PDU generation and reception as form of relevance filtering. From our previous
evaluation of network performance and filtering techniques, it was seen that both grid and
relevance filtering resulted in a complexity order of O(E2) at either the source or the receiver. So
the question remains: How can we reduce the overall traffic and processing complexity?

19

Chapter 4

DEFINING A SYNERGISTIC ARCHITECTURE

Since it is apparent that a single approach to scalability is not sufficient, the task before us is
difficult, yet straightforward. We simply need to define a synergistic approach that can reduce the
total network traffic requirements, while ensuring needed information is available to the
appropriate entities without an O(E2) increase in the computational load of the pruticipating
entities, as the size and complexity of the DIS exercise increases. The approach that is offered is
to incorporate the notion of a fidelity hierarchy, with multicast filtering techniques implemented
using agents to create a flexible, dynamic collllllunications architecture that minimizes the
performance limitations of current DIS networks. The resulting architecture ensures only data that
is required by other sites is placed on the wide ru·ea network, which then effects delivery of each
PDU to only those sites that require the data.

We shall see that applying the same type of

complexity analysis to this Fidelity Based Agent Architecture results in the complexity orders
shown in Table 3. These figures represent the upper bounds of the architectures performance and
actual performance may be significantly better when the fidelity of the PDU's transmitted across
the network is matched to the demands of the receivers.

Table 3 Fidelity Based Agents

Total Traffic

Source LAN

Receiver

Proposed Architecture

O(Es)

O(En

O(EK)
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There are three key features that contribute to the performance of the proposed synergistic
architecture. First is our notion of a fidelity hierarchy and how it can be employed to strucnrre
traffic on a network. Second is the use of efficient multicast protocols and routers to minimize
traffic. And finally, the use of agents to reduce the complexity of both the source and receiver of
PDU traffic. The first two areas have already been explained in the preceding chapters. It is now
appropriate to explore how agents can effect the performance offered in Table 3.

Examining the areas that generate the O(E 2) complexity, it becomes clear that the physical
topology of the network, and the layout of the virtual play field both contribute to the difficulties
experienced with bandwidth and processing complexity.

To deal with these areas, we need to

define two classes of agents: local agents and regional agents. By defining specialized agents, we
can create entities that can focus on the information exchange between simulation entities and the
network layout, without affecting the performance simulation exercise.

Local agents function as gateways for simulators on a local area network to interface with other
entities on the wide area network. Local agents are concerned only with the physical topology of
the DIS network and are responsible for implementing the appropriate multicast protocols and
creating fidelity based PDU's on behalf of each client simulator.

Regional agents are concerned with the information exchange between entities located on the
exercise play field.

Regional agents are responsible for a specific area of the play field and

represent client entities that appear in their area of responsibility during the course of the exercise.
Serving as information clearing houses, regional agents monitor all exercise entity traffic at a low
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level of fidelity, receive client information fidelity requirements, and ensure that the information
needs of their client entities are met.
By using two different types of agent, and strncturing their information needs differently, we can
distribute the task of determining traffic relevance to regional agents throughout the network, while
allowing local agents and multicast protocols to control the availability of information.
overview of a physical layout of a sample network is shown in Figure 6
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Chapter 5

THE LOCAL AGENT

As previously stated the local agent is concerned with generating the fidelity based PDU traffic and
distributing that traffic to other network locations. The local agent can be viewed as either a
process running on the simulation's host or a separate machine between simulation and the wide
area network. The functions of the local agent are represented by Figure 7.
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The sending simulator provides full fidelity PDU information to the local agent as is currently
specified in the DIS standards. Local agent would then generate the various fidelity based PDUs
for that simulator. As noted in the diagram, fidelity levels may not be appropriate for all types of
PDUs. Certainly in the case of the ESPDUs, fidelity levels can be applied and utilized. For Fire,
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Detonation, and other PDU types, fidelity levels may not be relevant. This stems from the fuct that
there is not an intuitive, predictive model for the actions and items that these PDUs represent. In
these cases, only a high fidelity PDU would be available and the notion of a fidelity hierarchy
collapsed to a go -- no go evaluation. The local agent would assign each specific PD U to a
multicast cham1el. These PDUs would then be further distributed to the wide area network via
multicast protocols and routers.

Figure 8 futther details process the local agent would use the generate fidelity based ESPDUs.
Note that the local agent evaluates the PDUs received from the simulator and based upon its
evaluation generates the fidelity based PDUs with DR algorithms and thresholds appropriate for
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the respective fidelity level. At any given time, there could be several different DR algorithms
represented in ESPDU's available from local agent. While this may initially seem undesirable, it
does not represent a problem since whenever an ESPDU is received, the current state of the entity
is also transmitted along with the appropriate DR algorithm. For high fidelity PDUs, when the
originating simulator detennines that the DR threshold has been exceeded it sends out a new PDU.
The local agent merely uses this PDU as the high fidelity ESPDU. Local agent then compares the
new state included within the high fidelity PDU with the DR states of the lower fidelity PDU. If
the difference between the new state and the lower fidelity DR state exceeds the respective lower
fidelity threshold, then a new lower fidelity PDU is generated using the high fidelity DR algorithm
with the appropriate fidelity threshold. After a new high fidelity PDU has been processed, the
local agent continually compares lower fidelity states to the high fidelity DR state. When a lower
fidelity PDU threshold is exceeded, a new lower fidelity PDU is generated using the position and
DR algorithm existing in high fidelity PDU. Updating the fidelity PDUs in this manner ensures
that the representations of the entity by different recipients will generally conform to the true
behavior of the originating entity. Deviations from the true behavior will be consistent with the
fidelity level represented by the lower fidelity threshold for that particular PDU.

Once the local agent creates the fidelity based PDUs, it relies upon multicast protocols to effect
delivery to those participants that require them. At this point, it is appropriate to examine the finer
details of how multicast protocols actually work.
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Chapter 6

MULTICAST PROTOCOLS

The initial emphasis on data communications was placed upon point to point delivery of data
packets.

Since there were very few computers, relatively speaking, the communications

architecture and protocols evolved to efficiently move information between two specific points, a
single origin and a single destination. Computers were highly specialized and the need to transmit
information to more than one site was not considered a major application. Even today, most
networked are based on the notion of transmitting information between a source and a single
destination. When the need arises to send information to more than one receiver, such as sending
PDUs to two or more pruticipating simulations, the protocols allowed for data packet to be
duplicated at the origin, and then sent sepru·ately to each destination.

For most uses, such as email and client/server applications, this approach provides a satisfactory
level of service. But what if you needed to send the same PDU to 10,000 pruticipating entities in a
DIS exercise? To further complicate the problem, consider the effects ifthe PDU had a significant
amount of data embedded within to it. It is clear that the traditional method of one to many
communications significantly increases the demand placed upon the transmission network. To
reduce this traffic, the notion of multicasting was introduced by Steve Deering in 1989, when he
authored RFC 1112, Host Extensions for IP Multicasting.[5] This document proposed a means for
a single site to transfer information to a group of receivers, without unnecessarily duplicating the
packet during transmission.
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Before delving into the specific multicast protocols, it is important to understand the conceptual
differences between unicast and multicast addressing. Unicast protocols use the notion of a sender
to identify the originating host of a packet and a destination to identify a specific host machine that
is to be the recipient of the packet. Since the destination address represents a specific location
within the network topology, it can be used to make routing decisions by the routers within the
network. With a unique destination address, any packet sent to that address will arrive at that
unique location. This concept of a destination location allows routers to effect delivery without
having to have any explicit understanding of the overall network topology. Multicasting changes
the interpretation of a destination address to represent a group of individual sites that desire to
receive information from a host. This change from a specific location address to an arbitrary group
address is a drastic departure from the unicast paradigm. The group address does not convey any
information about the location of group members. As such, the unicast routing paradigms can not
directly route multicast packets to the appropriate locations. The routing problem becomes even
more complex when you realize that the linkage between a group address and it's membership is
also dynamic, since routing paths that were correct for a previous transmission, may not be correct
if the group membership changes.

The relationship between a specific sender, the network

topology and the locations of group members all play an important role in determining how a
multicast packet travels though the network. Today's multicast protocols must provide a means to
efficiently deal with multicast addresses; to identify groups and group members, effect
membership changes, and map packet routing to member locations. [6]

This difference between unicast and multicast addressing is significant not only to the routing of
packets, but also to the notions of security and bandwidth utilization. Unicast transmissions could
be directed to specific locations, controlled by the sender. In this manner, the sender could, and
indeed has to "control" who receives the packet and how much bandwidth a particular series of
transmissions would require. With the notion of a dynamic group address, the sender no longer
controls the delivery of packets that it originates, anyone who joins the multicast group will receive
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that information. It is also possible for the group membership falls to z.ero, resulting in the packet
not being sent out over the network.

Identifying the individual members that belong to a specific group address is a major part of the
multicasting paradigm. The Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) is one mechanism that
enables routers to identify which multicast groups are of interest.[5] The protocol is designed to
run on a local area network and provides a means for a host to inform its local router of the
multicast groups it belongs to. When a host receives an IGMP Que1y message, it responds with an
IGMP Report that is sent not only to the local router, but also to the multicast groups that it belongs
to. Since the Time To Live (TTL) is set to a value of I, the report is only propagated within the
local subnet. This allows other hosts to be aware of other group members that reside on the same
LAN. The local router only needs to know about the existence of a single member of a group to
provide traffic. If the local router does not receive an IGMP Report from any member of a group
after a number of tries, the router will assume that there are no members within the subgroup. If
the router is a leaf node within network, the router will be removed from the delivery tree for that
group. Host that join a multicast group send the appropriate IGMP Reports without waiting for an
IGMP Query.

The initial version of the IGMP protocol only provided for hosts to report multicast groups that
they were interested in. Since there was not a specific means for hosts to inform the router when
they were no longer interested in a pruticular group, the "leave latency" for a pruticular group could
be quite long. This could result in "unnecessary" traffic on the WAN until the local router
determined that traffic from a pruticular multicast group was no longer required. Version 2 of the
IGMP protocol added specific group leave messages to the protocol to correct this problem.[7]
Under Version 2, when a router receives a Leave Group message, it issues a Group-Specific
Query. If there are no responses, the router will prune the group.
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IGMP provides the linkage that allows a router to deliver multicast traffic to the appropriate host
on a given LAN. It does not address how the nodes within a WAN forward multicast traffic to
other nodes in an efficient manner. To understand how multicast traffic propagates throughout a
network we must explore the various multicast routing protocols. But first, we must look at how
multicast delivery trees are constructed and maintained.

There are several techniques that can be used to construct multicast delivery tree. While all will
eventually result in a structure that fulfills the intent of multicasting, each varies in the manner it
uses to construct the tree and the resources that are required to implement the technique. The
common techniques that are currently being used include:
- Flooding
- Spanning Trees
- Source Based Trees
-- Reverse Path Broadcasting
-- Truncated Reverse Path Broadcasting
-- Reverse Path Multicasting
- Shared Trees
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Flooding is perhaps the simplest technique to construct a multicast delivery tree. When a router
receives a packet addressed to a multicast group, the router first determines if it has seen the packet
before. If it is the first time that the router has seen the packet, it sends the packet out on all
interfaces except the one that the packet arrived on. If the router has seen the packet before the
packet is deleted. This technique ensures that the packet is forwarded at least once to all nodes
within the WAN.

Flooding generates a large number of duplicate packets that unnecessarily

consume valuable network bandwidth with each transmission and does not consider group
membership when it sending traffic to a given node. Additionally, flooding requires routers to
maintain a unique table entry for each recently received pack. In a high traffic network, flooding
would quickly overwhelm both the network bandwidth and router memo1y assets.

A more efficient means to distribute multicast traffic would be to define a spanning tree for the
network. A spanning tree define a path through the network such that only one active path
connects any two routers. Once the spamtlng tree has been constructed, the routers only have to
forward packets on the interfaces that are pait of the spanning tree, except for the one that the
packet originally arrived on. While this technique is relatively simple to implement, there ai·e
several deficiencies to this approach also. First, the path defmed by the spanning tree may not
define the most efficient path between a source and group members. This can result in excessive
latency within the network, even though such latencies do not exist for unicast traffic. Spanning
trees also tend to concentrate multicast traffic over the smallest number of links.

While this

characteristic reduces the overall total traffic on the network, it can also be argued that it makes the
tree more susceptible to congestion or single point failures. Like flooding, spanning trees do not
consider group membership when forwarding packets to network nodes. One major draw back to
spanning trees is that the entire network topology must be considered to define the spanning tree.
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Source based trees represent an improvement over the single spanning tree approach. With this
approach, a separate source based spanning tree is constructed for each source-group pair, which
more evenly distributes the traffic load throughout the network.

One of the fundamental algorithms used to construct solll·ce based trees is Reverse Path
Broadcasting (RPB). With RPB, routers only fo1ward packets that are received on an interface that
the router believes to be on the sh01test path back towards the source. The basic technique can also
be enhanced to allow the router not to send packets on interfaces that do not provide the shortest
path to other routers. RPB does not require the router to know the entire network topology, nor
does require any special mechanism to eliminate unnecessary forwarding. RPB does provide a
means to determine the shortest path from any source to a destination. However, like flooding and
spanning trees, RPB source based trees do not take into account group membership and packet can
be forwarded onto subnetworks that have no members in the destination group.

Truncated Reverse Path Broadcasting (TRPB) utilized the information provided by IGMP to
improve the efficiency of the source based tree. Routers determine group memberships on each
leaf subnetwork in the network and avoid forwarding traffic if there is not an active member of a
given group. This method improve the performance of the RPB technique since it eliminates
unnecessaiy traffic on leaf nodes, but it does not consider group membership when building
branches of the tree. To address this problem, Reverse Path Multicasting (RPM) was developed.
RPM allows the source based shortest path tree to be pruned so that packets are only fo1warded
along Jinks that lead to active members of the multicast group. Since both network topology and
group memberships are dynamic, RPM will periodically send traffic to "refresh" the tree. This
"flood and prune" paradigm provides a quick way to develop and maintain source based trees.
However, there is a sizeable cost to pay. Periodic flooding of the network with multicast traffic has
the same drawbacks as the flooding method, only on a smaller scale. But the fact remains, that
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until the tree is pruned back to active members, there can be a considerable increase in the demand
for network bandwidth. This method also requires each router to maintain a forwarding table entry
or a prune state for every source-group pair.

Shared trees are similar to the spanning tree approach, except that a different shared tree is defined
for each group. Members that desire to join a multicast group must explicitly join the shared tree.
The shared tree approach only requires the router to maintain information on the group, not the
source-group pairs. Shared trees also do not require the network to be periodically flooded with
multicast packets, since group members must explicitly join and the shared tree is constructed
using only active members. This approach also has its limitations. Like spanning trees, shared
trees tend to concentrate the traffic as it gets closer to the core and may create suboptimal paths
between sources and other members of the group.

Now that we have some idea of the means to construct multicast delivery trees, we will look at
some of the current multicast protocols and evaluate their performance.

While there are many multicast protocols being considered today, the majority of them can be
categorized in to two main classes; dense mode protocols and sparse mode protocols. Dense mode
protocols are used in situations where the network has ample bandwidth to suppm1 flooding and
members of multicast groups are densely distributed through out the network.

Dense mode

protocols include Distance Vector Multicast Routing (DVMRP), Multicast Extensions to Open
Shmtest Path First (MOSPF), and Protocol Independent Multicast-Dense Mode (PIM-DM).
Sparse mode protocols are designed for situations where the members of multicast groups are
sparsely distributed throughout the network and flooding the network is either impractical or
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prohibitive due to bandwidth constraints. Sparse mode protocols include Protocol Independent
Multicast-Sparse Mode (PIM_SM), Core-Based Trees (CBT), and Conference Steiner Multicast
(CSM).

DVMRP was the first widely accepted multicast protocol. It initially used TRPB to setup source
based delivery trees. The current version of DVMRP utilized RPM and represents a significant
improvement over the earlier versions.

The Multicast Backbone (MBONE) was originally

constructed using DVMRP. Today over half of the MBONE routers still run DVMRP. DVMRP
suppo11s the concept of tunneling, which enables multicast traffic to be encapsulated and sent over
unicast links to other multicast capable routers.

MOSPF requires routers to maintain a current image of the network topology through the unicast
OSPF link-state routing protocol. MOSPF constructs source based shortest path trees uses link
state information to prune the resulting tree. Since the routers maintain a synchronized link state
data base, the routers can construct a routing tree in memory and do not have to flood the network
like DVMRP routers. It should be noted that MOSPF does not support tunnels.

PIM-DM is similar to DVMRP in that it employs the RPM algorithm, but there are several
important differences. First, to discover routes back to sources, it relies on an existing unicast
routing table. DVMRP contains an integrated routing protocol to build its own routing table and
MOSPF must be run with OSPF to develop the routing. Also, unlike DVMRP, which calculates
which interfaces should be used to forward packet, PIM-DM simply fo1wards packets until an
explicit prune message is received. PIM-DM is willing to accept the addition load on the network
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to avoid the routing protocol dependencies and overhead involved in determining which links to
use.

Sparse mode protocols are designed to operate in environments that have group members sparsely
distributed throughout the network. For example, a group that has relatively few members located
throughout a large network, flooding protocols are clearly not justified at any time. Consider the
DIS exercise with participants in New York, Florida, and California. Using a dense mode protocol
such as DVMRP, the entire network would be flooded with PDUs every time a new participant
joined the group, cause unwanted traffic to flow throughout the majority of the network. Even if
the exercise had hundreds of participants, it would be hard justify sending traffic to the entire
network. As the number of paiticipants increased, effective flooding would become even more
dramatic.

PIM-SM requires group members to join a predefine tree.

Unless a router explicitly joins a

multicast delivery tree, no traffic will be routed. PIM-SM uses the concept of Rendezvous Points
(RP) to initiate the routing tree and provide a location were receivers can meet sources. When
joining a group, a host informs its router using IGMP as discussed em·lier. The router then joins
the multicast delivery tree by sending an explicit PIM-Join message back towards the RP. Using
RP-trees provides connectivity for group members but it does not optimize delivery throughout the
WAN.

PIM-SM allow routers to use either the RP-tree path or change over to the source's

shortest-path tree once it starts receiving data from a paiticular source.

This is done by the

receiver's local router sending an explicit join message back to the source. After the shortest path
tree (SPT) is active, the protocol allows a prune message to be sent to the RP for the same source.
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Core Based Trees is similar to PIM-SM in that it is based upon shared trees and is independent of
the unicast protocols used by the router. It uses the existing unicast routing tables to construct a
tree from a common core node. Receivers join multicast groups at a designated core in a manner
similar to PIM-SM. Unlike PIM-SM, CBT does not allow receivers to switch from shared trees to
shortest path trees.
CSM is another shared tree approach to multicast routing that can be used for either dense or
sparse groups, but is considered most appropriate for sparse groups. It relies on the use of a Steiner
tree minimize the total traffic load on the network, rather than the somewhat arbitrary shared trees
used in other protocols. Like PIM-SM, CSM allows for the existing tree to shift to a more optimal
tree.

Unlike PIM-SM, CSM designates a gatekeeper for each group.

The gatekeeper has

responsibility for the respective group's shared tree and can be used to implement security
mechanisms associate with the group. CSM also implements the notion of mobility, which has not
been addressed by the other protocols. Although not widely publicized, CSM represents a full
implementation of a shared tree multicast protocol that has solved many of the shortfalls of other
protocols.[8]

It would be hard to find anyone who would dispute the claim that multicasting was a more efficient
means to transmit data using a one-to-many model. Conceptually, multicasting is the essence of
simplicity; transmit data only to those who require it and only duplicate traffic on the network
when common route to a receiver does not exist. In actual practice, multicasting presents some
very difficult challenges. While some of the current obstacles to multicasting are artifacts of the
unicast paradigm that supports the majority of traditional data communications, some are just hard
problems; such as determining optimal shared trees and accommodating dynamic group
membership with low latency. It is also apparent from the multicast protocol implementations that
have been examined, that each is suited to a particular application and network topology. Unlike
the unicast paradigm that has been universally accepted, no multicast protocol has emerged as a
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clear winner over others. The complexity of the multicasting problem requires several measures of
performance to be used to evaluate the effectiveness of a given protocol; total network load,
latency from a source to a receiver, protocol overhead, implementation complexity, and the ability
of the network to respond to dynamic changes.

When considering using multicast protocols to distribute DIS PDUs, each of the protocols and
techniques that we have examined offers certain advantages when viewed from a particular
perspective, but none are clearly superior in all areas. This fact brings us back to reality; Which
multicast protocol offers the greatest performance for DIS applications? To answer this question,
several characteristics of the DIS exercise must be examined. First is the topology of the network
that supports the DIS exercise in the dispersion of the exercise participants throughout the network.
For most large-scale exercises that include a large number of participants from geographically
separate locations, some form of sparse mode multicasting is appropriate. If on the other hand,
exercise participants are constrained to a smaller, well connected network, dense mode
multicasting may be more efficient. Once a specific class of multicasting has been selected, either
sparse mode or dense mode, other constraints of the DIS exercise and network composition must
be considered before choosing a specific multicast protocol.

Fortunately, the operation of the dual agent architecture does not depend on a specific form of
multicasting. It only has to have some form of multicast implemented throughout the supporting
network. The local agent only has to know which multicast address (or channel) to send a specific
PDU to. The multicast router, and the specific multicast protocol that implements, then handles the
delivery aspects of the PDUs. It is this feature that allows the local agent to avoid the O(E

2

)

complexity of determining which entities need a specific fidelity based PDU. Effectively, by
utilizing multicast protocols, the local agents and the originating simulators are no longer
concerned with specifically addressing PDUs to other participants.
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Chapter 7

REGIONAL AGENTS

Having explored the roles in requirements oflocal agents and multicast protocols, it is now time to
focus on the regional agents.

Regional agents are concerned with the information exchange

between entities located on the exercise play field. They are responsible for a specific area of the
exercise play field and represent client entities that appear in their area of responsibility during the
course of the exercise. Serving as information clearing houses, regional agents monitor all exercise
entity traffic at a low level of fidelity, receive client information fidelity requirements, and ensure
that the information needs of their client entities are met. Figure 9 show a sample laydown of
exercise participants in a play field subdivided into regional agent areas.
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Each grid square within the play field would be represented by a regional agent. From the regional
agent's perspective, the play field can be divided into three specific areas; primary, secondary,
tertiary. Entities within these areas are either serviced, monitored, or ignored by the regional agent.
Entities within the primary area are the regional agents clients. For those client entities, the agent
must determine and maintain the cunent status of the entity's information requirements.

Those

requirements will then be compared to the state data of other entities within the primary and
secondary areas to determine if any of the entities within those areas are of interest to the client.
For entities that are located within the secondary area, the regional agent must maintain state
information. Entities within the tertiary area are ignored by the regional agent.

Defining the sizes of the three areas is dependent upon several factors, all of which can affect the
overall performance of the regional agent. The size of the primary area must be large enough to
distribute the task of matching client requirements, yet small enough to control the processing
complexity within acceptable limits. In general, entities within the primary area should require
information exchanges. The secondary area should be defined to allow some buffer between the
primary and tertiary areas. That is to say that an entity should not be able to travel from the tertiary
area to the primary area without establishing some state data in the secondary zone. The inner
limits of the te1tiary area should be such that there is zero probability that a client within the
primary area would require any information about entities outside of that limit. Sensor ranges may
or may not con-espond to the area boundaries, but certainly, the maximum sensor range for a client
should not exceed the depth of the secondary area. This relationship ensures that a client who is
located on the boundary between the primary and the secondary areas can evaluated it's data
requirements with all potential targets. If the sensor range exceed the depth of the secondruy area,
it's information requirements would not be compared to entities that were within sensor range, but
were located in the tertiary area.
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Figure 10 shows a possible methodology that could be employed to track and respond to the
information demands of the entities within the region. By using two different types of agent, and
strncturing their information needs differently, we can distribute the task of determining traffic
relevance to regional agents throughout the network, while allowing local agents to control the
flow of information through out the network.
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By using the features of current multicast protocols, it is possible to develop an architecture that
"pulls" information from a source, rather than "pushing" information to a receiver. If receivers can
"pull" information, there is no requirement for a source to calculate distances, and therefore no
O(E2) demand place on the source.

The requirement for regional agents to track the virtual

locations of entities may require traffic to be transmitted to the full spanning tree, which could
result in an increase of the total traffic to O(E,) compared to the lower traffic projected by the
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filtering methods described earlier. Regional agents would require low fidelity to c01Tectly locate
and track the current states of entities. This information would form the basis to evaluate client's
requirements for low fidelity information. By sectoring the virtual playfield into smaller regions,
each regional agent would only have to compute a small portion of the total interactions. If an
agent determined that information was pe1tinent to a client, that client would be informed of the
source and could initiate an information "pull" from the source. Since each entity determines its
own information requirements, after a receiver "pulls" low fidelity information, it can increase or
decrease the fidelity of the information as required to ensure that it only receives information that it
needs.

When the receiver determines that source entity is no longer relevant, it prunes the

connection and informs the regional agent, who will then include the dropped source in its
evaluation of relevant entities again.

The total traffic in the network is at worst O(Es) because the source must generate only low
fidelity traffic to all regional agents and higher fidelity traffic to the entities that have indicated
need for this, using multicast. The Source LAN complexity is O(En0 ) because no additional
computation is required by the Source LAN. Finally, it is clear the each receiver only receives the
relevant information for a complexity of O(EK). Thus, the complexity orders shown in Table 3
can be realized by using our agent approach.
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Chapter 8

CONCLUSIONS

As noted from the start, DIS provides a means to create realistic, complex, virtual environments by
linking together simulations of various types at multiple locations, and st111cturing the information
exchange between the entities that comprise the simulation. As we have seen through out this
repo1t, the original DIS architecture is struggling to keep up with the bandwidth and processing
demands that modern, large scale simulations impose. As computing and telecommunications
hardware becomes more affordable, the simple answer is to throw more hardware at the problem;
more bandwidth, more raw processing power.
temporary fix.

While that may appear tempting, it is only a

The demand for more realism, larger play fields, and increased number of

participating entities shows no signs of abating.

The problem requires a long-term, well

engineered solution that can adapt to changing requirements without degrading system
performance.

The dual agent approach presented in this paper is one methodology that has the potential to
provide that long-term solution. The architecture was developed to minimize the negative features
of the current system. It combines the best features of several architectural constructs to create a
system that can dynamically respond to participants' demands for information. It acknowledges
and leverages the underlying fidelity hierarchy of entity interactions to provide the bandwidth and
processing capability when and where it is needed. That is not to say that this approach is the
panacea for large scale exercise. There is still a great deal of work to do before this approach can
be fielded as an operational architecture. However, the design requirements have been identified
and the performance goals have been specified. Evaluating the prototype is the next step.
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